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Abstract
We investigated using poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) to lower the impedance of
small, gold recording electrodes with initial impedances outside of the effective recording
range. Smaller electrode sites enable more densely packed arrays, increasing the number of
input and output channels to and from the brain. Moreover, smaller electrode sizes promote
smaller probe designs; decreasing the dimensions of the implanted probe has been
demonstrated to decrease the inherent immune response, a known contributor to the failure of
long-term implants. As expected, chronically implanted control electrodes were unable to
record well-isolated unit activity, primarily as a result of a dramatically increased noise floor.
Conversely, electrodes coated with PEDOT consistently recorded high-quality neural activity,
and exhibited a much lower noise floor than controls. These results demonstrate that PEDOT
coatings enable electrode designs 15 μm in diameter.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

The utility of implantable microelectrode arrays is currently
limited by the size of the individual electrode sites for a
number of reasons. First, smaller electrode sites facilitate
the development of more densely packed microelectrode
arrays. At present, researchers are limited to sampling from
a few neurons out of the billions of neurons which execute
function in the brain [1]. As a result, the study of how large
networks of neurons interact to produce biologically relevant
behaviors is severely hampered. Similarly, the efficacy of
modern neuroprosthetic devices is greatly dependent upon the
observable number of neural inputs/outputs. Second, smaller
electrode sites promote the design of smaller arrays, which
in turn cause less damage upon implantation. Recent studies

3 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.

indicate that probe dimensions smaller than 12 μm minimize
the reactive cell responses that negatively impact long-term
neural recordings [2–4].

Unfortunately, decreasing the size of an electrode site
increases the impedance, which can degrade recordings.
Impedance impacts recordings primarily through two
mechanisms: noise and shunt loss [5]. Noise at the electrode/
electrolyte interface can arise from random fluctuations of
charged carriers—either electrons in an electrical conductor
(known as Johnson or thermal noise), or ions in an electrolytic
medium [6–10]. These fluctuations can be caused by
Brownian motion of electrons, drift and diffusion of charged
ions due to concentration gradients, oxidation/reduction
reactions occurring at the electrode/electrolyte interface, etc
[10]. As these random movements occur they create current
perturbations, which increase the voltage noise in proportion
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to impedance [10]. Noise resulting from the fluctuation of
charged particles (which we will refer to as fluctuation noise
hereafter) represents only one source of noise out of many
possible sources: instrumentation noise, shot noise, flicker
noise, biological noise, etc. Sources of noise sum in quadrature
(a2 + b2 = c2), meaning that the single largest source of noise
tends to dominate the noise floor. Functionally, this means
that the fluctuation noise for an electrode will only contribute
marginally to the total noise floor until a nominal impedance
magnitude is reached. Beyond this impedance magnitude,
fluctuation noise will tend to dominate the observed noise
floor.

Shunt loss is defined as the loss of signal from the
electrode and measurement system to ground. This can be
separated into three distinct circuit elements. First, there is
a capacitive loss from the metal traces on the microelectrode
to the surrounding cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) [9]. Second, a
resistive element models the loss of signal from the inherent
resistive nature of the metal wiring from the electrode to the
measurement system [9]. Finally, there is a capacitor that
models the capacitive signal loss in the measurement system
[9]. Like fluctuation noise, shunt loss increases in proportion
to impedance [9]. Typically, electrodes with impedances of
5 M� or greater have levels of fluctuation noise and shunt
loss that make recording from individual neurons problematic
[5, 9, 11].

Conductive polymer coatings have been hypothesized
to be an enabling technology for smaller electrode
designs [12–17]. Conductive polymers increase the
electrochemical surface area (ESA) of an electrode without
changing its geometric surface area (GSA: e.g. diameter,
circumference), lowering impedance [18–21]. In 2006, the
Kipke lab demonstrated that surfactant-templated poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) could be used to improve
chronic neural recordings from standard-sized electrodes [12].

Building on this earlier work, in this paper we demonstrate
that PEDOT coatings effectively lower the impedance of
small, gold recording electrodes (15 μm in diameter) with
initial impedances outside of the effective range. Chronically
implanted unmodified electrodes were unable to record well-
isolated unit activity, primarily because of an increased noise
floor arising from large site impedances. Conversely, sites
coated with PEDOT were able to consistently record high-
quality neural activity, and exhibited a markedly lower noise
floor than controls.

2. Methods

2.1. Microelectrodes

Three male Sprague–Dawley rats were implanted with three
16-channel chronic silicon ‘Michigan’ microelectrode arrays,
using experimental procedures outlined previously [12, 22].
Arrays consisted of four shanks, each with four evenly spaced
gold electrodes. Site and shank separations were sufficient
(100 μm or greater) to limit the probability of an individual
neuron being recorded from multiple sites [23]. All electrodes
used in this study were 15 μm in diameter, or a GSA of
177 μm2.

2.2. Electrochemical deposition and initial evaluation

Electrochemical deposition of PEDOT in this study was
accomplished using an electrochemical potentiostat/
galvanostat (Autolab PGSTAT12, Eco Chemie, Urtecht,
The Netherlands) with associated General Purpose Electro-
chemical System (GPES) software. PEDOT doped with
tetraethylammonium perchlorate and dissolved in 20 wt%
surfactant poly(oxyethylene)10-oleyl ether was galvano-
statically deposited onto the gold sites of the neural probes
[24]. Based on results from our prior paper, PEDOT films
generated with a deposition charge of 260 mC cm−2 were
chosen for in vivo testing. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) demonstrated that the PEDOT film deposited using
a charge of 260 mC cm−2 did not increase the diameter
of the recording site (figure 1). Consequently, at 260 mC
cm−2 the PEDOT film increased the ESA of the electrode
without increasing the GSA. Eight sites on each probe were
deposited with surfactant-templated ordered PEDOT film.
The deposited sites were staggered in relative location to
prevent bias due to specific shank location or cortical depth
(figure 3). The remaining eight sites on each probe were left
uncoated as controls for comparison.

2.3. Surgical techniques

All of the arrays in this study were implanted in motor cortex,
targeting cortical layer V, as outlined in previous work [12, 22,
25]. Initial anesthesia was administered via intra-peritoneal
injections of a mixture of 50 mg ml−1 ketamine, 5 mg ml−1

xylazine and 1 mg ml−1 acepromazine at an injection volume
of 0.125 ml/100 g body weight. Updates of 0.1 ml ketamine
(50 mg ml−1) were delivered as needed to maintain anesthesia
during the surgery. Animals were secured to a standard
stereotaxic frame, and three stainless steel bone-screws were
inserted into the skull. The electrode connector was grounded
to a bone-screw over parietal cortex using a stainless steel wire.

A craniotomy approximately 3 mm by 2 mm was made
over the target area (target location 3.0 mm anterior to bregma,
2.5 mm lateral from bregma and 1.4 mm deep from the surface
of the brain). Two incisions were made in the dura mater
to create four flaps, which were subsequently folded back
over the edge of the craniotomy. The electrodes were then
hand-inserted using microforceps into the approximate target
cortical area. Cortical depth was estimated using the known
location of the electrode sites on the individual shanks in
conjunction with the known length of the individual shanks.
Next, the surface of the brain was covered with GelFoam R©

(Henry Schein, Inc., Miami, FL, USA) for protection. The
silicon cable connector was covered with either remaining
GelFoam or Kwik-Sil silicone polymer (World Precision
Instruments, Inc., Sarasota, FL, USA). The entire assembly
excluding the connector was then enclosed using dental acrylic
(Co-Oral-Ite, Dental Mfg. Co., Santa Monica, CA, USA).
Finally, sutures were used to close the skin around the acrylic,
and triple-antibiotic ointment was applied. All procedures
complied with the United States Department of Agriculture
guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals and were
approved by the University of Michigan Animal Care and Use
Committee.
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(A) (B)

Figure 1. Scanning electron microscopy, PEDOT coatings. (A) A PEDOT film generated using a deposition charge of approximately
260 mC cm−2, and (B) a PEDOT film generated using a deposition charge of approximately 1600 mC cm−2. Note that the PEDOT film
generated using 260 mC cm−2 does not increase the geometric diameter of the underlying gold site, whereas the film generated using a
deposition charge of 1600 mC cm−2 increases the effective diameter of the gold site by approximately 20%. For this study, PEDOT films
were generated using a deposition charge of 260 mC cm−2.

2.4. Neural recordings and data analysis

Recorded neural signals were acquired using a Plexon multi-
channel neural acquisition processor (MNAP; Plexon Inc.,
Dallas, TX, USA). Neural electrophysiological recordings for
all 16 channels were amplified and bandpass filtered; single
and multi-unit recordings were sampled at 40 kHz (Plexon) and
bandpass filtered from 450 to 5000 Hz. All recordings were
taken in reference to a distant stainless steel (316-SS grade)
bone screw inserted through the skull during surgery. During
recording sessions, animals were placed in an electrically
shielded recording booth and multiple 30 s segments of
continuous neural recordings were taken. Animals were
lightly anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine throughout the
data collection sessions.

Neural recording segments were analyzed offline to
determine the number of neurons recorded, noise levels
and signal amplitudes using custom-automated MATLAB
(Mathworks Inc., MA, USA) software, as described in detail
[12] and utilized elsewhere [12, 21, 25–29]. In summary, an
amplitude threshold window was set 3.5 standard deviations
above and below the mean of the sample distribution. For
each peak exceeding the threshold window, a 2.4 ms candidate
waveform snippet centered on the absolute minimum of the
waveform was removed from the recorded segment and stored.
The amplitude of the noise voltage for every recording site
in each recorded segment was calculated after all candidate
waveforms had been removed.

After initial principal component analysis and fuzzy C-
means clustering [12], waveforms with a cluster membership
index of greater than 0.8 were used to determine a mean
waveform for a cluster. An interspike interval histogram
for each cluster was generated and visually inspected for an
obvious absolute refractory period as an additional measure
of noise rejection. Signal amplitude for a cluster was defined

as the peak-to-peak amplitude of the mean waveform for each
cluster.

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for a given cluster was
defined as follows:

SNR = Signal amplitude/(2 ∗ calculated RMS noise

voltage for recording site).

Clusters were then separated into one of four categories based
on calculated SNR. Clusters with an SNR of greater than
4 were categorized as quality units. Clusters with an SNR
between 3 and 4 were categorized as moderate units. Clusters
with an SNR between 2 and 3 were categorized as poor units,
while clusters with an SNR of less than 2 were not considered
units. These four categories correspond well with observations
of unit quality based on SNR made in similar recording studies
[12, 23, 25].

Isolating action potentials from an individual neuron using
an individual recording site is inherently prone to classification
errors [30, 31]. The methodology employed in this study
is intended to minimize these errors, and should accurately
parallel the true number of underlying neural sources. The
sorting routine produces similar results to manual sorting
performed by experienced researchers over the same data sets,
but with the advantage of being objective and automated [12].

2.5. Impedance spectroscopy measurements

Impedance spectroscopy measurements were made using an
Autolab potentiostat PGSTAT12 (Eco Chemie, Utrecht, The
Netherlands) with associated frequency response analyzer
(Brinkmann, Westbury, NY, USA). Impedance measurements
were made by applying a 25 mV RMS sine wave with
frequencies varied logarithmically from 10 Hz to 10 kHz.
Prior to implantation, measurements were made by immersing
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(C )

Figure 2. Bode plot of average measured impedance versus frequency. The dotted lines denote standard error of the data set on the given
day (n = 24). (a) Day zero post-implantation. (b) Day four post-implantation. (c) Day seven post-implantation. As the immune response to
the implant progresses during the first seven days after surgery, impedances at the critical 1 kHz frequency increase for both PEDOT and
control sites.

the electrode recording sites in 0.1 M phosphate buffer saline
(PBS), and a platinum foil was used as the reference electrode.
After implantation, a distant stainless steel (316-SS grade)
bone screw was used as the reference electrode.

2.6. Statistical analysis

For this study, comparative statistical significance between
groups was determined using standard analysis of variance
techniques (ANOVA). There were 24 PEDOT modified sites
and 24 control sites on any specific day in the experiment.
The factors used in initial comparative ANOVA calculations
for any given metric were coated versus control, animal and
day number. The associated calculated standard deviation has
been included in the text with all average measurements.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Impedances

The impedances of the electrodes at 1 kHz were used for
comparison purposes as action potentials have a characteristic
frequency band centered at 1 kHz. Prior to implantation, the

1 kHz impedance of the unmodified gold sites ranged between
6 and 11 M�, with a mean impedance of 9.1 ± 1.4 M� (see
table 1). After electrochemical deposition with PEDOT, in
vitro site impedances ranged between 0.3 and 0.6 M�, with a
mean impedance of 0.37 M� ± 0.05.

Over the seven days following implantation, impedance
increases were noted in both PEDOT and control sites
that were consistent with trends observed in other
microelectrode recording studies performed in the rat model
[12, 21, 22, 25]. Figure 2 depicts Bode plots of the average
impedance magnitude for PEDOT and control sites at day
zero, day four, and day seven post-surgery. Over the first
two days following implantation, the average impedance of
the PEDOT sites at 1 kHz increased slightly to 0.45 ±
0.1 M�, while the average impedance of the control sites
also slightly increased to 9.2 ± 1.7 M� (p < 0.001, see
table 1). Between days three and five post-implantation,
a more marked impedance increase at 1 kHz was observed
on both PEDOT and control sites to 1.31 ± 0.4 M�

and 10.3 ± 1.9 M�, respectively (p < 0.001, see table 1).
During the peak of the early reactive response, spanning from
days six to eight, the mean impedance of PEDOT sites further
increased to 2.21 ± 0.7 M�, while the mean impedance of the
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Figure 3. Representative high speed data across one four-shank array. Black traces are PEDOT sites, while gray (blue online) traces denote
controls. The noise floor on control sites is dramatically larger than the noise floor on PEDOT sites, presumably obscuring unit activity.

Table 1. Summary of results for groups of days after surgery. PEDOT site averages are listed in black, while control site averages are listed
in blue.

Average impedance
(M�) Pk-Pk noise (μV) Signal amplitude (μV) Units per site

PEDOT Control PEDOT Control PEDOT Control PEDOT Control

Days 0–2 0.45 ± 0.1 9.2 ± 1.7 35.3 ± 5.3 106.2 ± 8.2 55.2 ± 20.2 N.A. 0.8 ± 0.1 0
Days 3–5 1.31 ± 0.4 10.3 ± 1.9 46.2 ± 8.1 111.3 ± 10.1 84 ± 14.4 N.A. 0.5 ± 0.2 0
Days 6–8 2.21 ± 0.7 11.4 ± 2.2 51.3 ± 9.3 116.8 ± 9.5 95.3 ± 17.1 N.A. 0.4 ± 0.2 0

unmodified sites also increased to 11.4 ± 2.2 M� (p < 0.001,
see table 1).

3.2. Noise

As anticipated, the average peak-to-peak noise levels over the
time frame of this experiment were dramatically larger on
control sites (Control mean: 106.2 ± 8.2 μV, PEDOT mean:
35.3 ± 5.3 μV). Over the seven days following implantation,
the trend in average peak-to-peak noise levels on both PEDOT
and control sites paralleled their impedance trends (see
table 1). In the period spanning days three and five post-
surgery, the average peak-to-peak noise level on PEDOT sites
increased to 46.2 ± 8.1 μV, while control sites increased to
111.3 ± 10.1 μV. During days six to eight post-surgery, the
average peak-to-peak noise levels on PEDOT and control sites

yet again increased to 51.3 ± 9.3 μV and 116.8 ± 9.5 μV,
respectively.

3.3. Unit recordings

Quality unit activity was evident on at least some PEDOT
treated sites on all three arrays at every time point in this
study (see table 1). The average number of recorded units for
PEDOT sites was highest in the days immediately following
surgery (0.8 ± 0.1 average units per site; total number of
quality units/total number of sites), and then diminished over
the week following surgery (0.4 ± 0.2 average units per site
between days six and eight following surgery). A decreasing
trend in unit activity in the week following surgery has been
noted elsewhere [12, 25, 26, 32] and is hypothesized to be
caused by edema/swelling coupled with the initial immune
response.
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Figure 4. One individual element of the lumped circuit model for
encapsulation.

In contrast to the PEDOT sites on the three implanted
arrays, no quality unit activity was evident on the control sites
at any point during this study (see table 1). Recordings on
control sites were dominated by a large noise floor, which
was sufficient to obscure all unit activity on these sites (see
figure 3). The high initial impedance of the untreated sites
resulted in a large fluctuation noise contribution, dramatically
reducing the likelihood of observing neural activity sufficient
in amplitude to be differentiated from the noise floor.

3.4. Contribution of encapsulation

Inserting a microelectrode into brain tissue elicits a reactive
foreign body response, which produces a fibrous encapsulation
of the array, effectively creating a high impedance barrier
between the microelectrode and the neuron population [33–
35]. A well-described theoretical circuit model of this
phenomenon has been widely accepted [36–39]. The tissue
encapsulation of the array can be characterized by a sealing
resistance, describing protein adsorption and in some cases a
layer of connective tissue. In addition, the model incorporates
adjacent cellular layers of glia and macrophages given by
a membrane capacitance, a membrane resistance and a
membrane area scaling term, m, related to encapsulation
thickness and cell-to-cell adhesion within the cellular layer
(see figure 4). The extracellular pathway between cells is
defined as a resistance.

Based on this model, the chronic foreign body
response can dramatically increase the effective overall
impedance of a chronically implanted electrode. In previous
studies describing the changes in electrode impedance of
typically sized cortical microelectrodes following implant, the
contribution of the encapsulation response to total electrode
impedance became dominant after a few weeks [12, 21, 22,
26]. Consequently, increasing the pre-implant surface area
using a conductive polymer coating provided limited chronic
benefit to neural recordings [12].

In this study of small electrode sites 15 μm in diameter,
the obvious benefit of PEDOT coatings to neural recordings

was still evident at eight days post-implant. This time point
is important, as the contribution of encapsulation to electrode
impedance typically reaches a maximum one to two weeks
post-surgery [12, 21, 28, 40], demonstrating that PEDOT
coatings enable neural recordings from small electrode sites
even when the impedance contribution of encapsulation is at
a maximum. These results indicate that as the size of the
electrode decreases and total impedance approaches 5 M� and
beyond, coatings to increase the surface area of the electrode
become critical to minimize fluctuation noise and shunt loss.

Although the PEDOT films enabled recordings through 15
μm diameter sites, by day eight the average number of quality
units per PEDOT site had diminished to 0.4 units per site,
presumably due to the inherent foreign body response to the
electrode. Consequently, future work will focus on utilizing
PEDOT coatings to enable smaller multi-electrode arrays that
cause less damage upon implantation. Recent studies have
indicated that by reducing the size of the implanted electrode,
the foreign-body response to the electrode can be minimized,
decreasing the contribution of encapsulation to impedance
[3, 4, 41, 42] and possibly limiting neuronal death in the
vicinity of the electrode array [43]. Although PEDOT is
one enabling component for manufacturing smaller multi-
electrode arrays, a number of technical problems need
to be addressed, e.g. insulation requirements, interconnect
reliability, crosstalk between adjacent traces, before these
arrays become a practical reality.

4. Conclusions

The next generation of neural electrodes needs to facilitate
more channels of communication to and from the brain over
a smaller tissue area. Moreover, these electrodes need to be
smaller in order to limit neural damage upon implantation
and long-term insult to the surrounding tissue. In this study,
PEDOT successfully decreased the impedance of previously
unusable small gold electrode sites to within viable neural
recordings range. PEDOT coatings help to alleviate a major
electrode design constraint, enabling the fabrication of ultra-
small, high-channel count arrays to interface chronically with
the brain.
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